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Let F be a quadratic field and p a prime ideal in F. Then we ask whether the ray
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a number field (i.e., a finite extension of the field Q of rational
numbers) and oF the ring of integers in F. For an integral divisor m of F,
we denote by F(m) the ray class field of F mod m. Let m be a square-free
integral divisor of F (i.e., the finite component of m is square-free). In this
paper, we ask whether the tamely ramified abelian extension F(m)F has a
normal integral basis (abbreviated NIB), that is, there exists some x in
oF(m) such that [xs]s # Gal(F(m)F ) is a free oF -basis of oF(m) . Such an x is
called a generator of NIB of F(m)F. If the Galois extension F(m)F has an
NIB, then it is tamely ramified so that m have to be square-free. By
Proposition 2.6, note that if the class number of F is odd, then F(m)F has
a relative integral basis (abbreviated RIB). When F=Q, F(m) becomes the
mth cyclotomic field or its maximal real subfield with some square-free and
odd positive integer m. Then it is well known that F(m)F has an NIB.
Furthermore, let k and K be intermediate fields in F(m)F with k / K; we
may ask whether Kk has an NIB. Then we often use the following simple
remark.
Remark 1.1. Let L be an intermediate field in Kk. If x # oK is a gener-
ator of NIB of Kk, then TrKLx is a generator of NIB of Lk. Therefore,
if Lk has no NIB then Kk has no NIB.
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In [8, Theorem 5.3], we studied the case where F=Q, m= p, and
[k : Q]>1 ( p is an odd prime and  is the unique infinite prime of Q).
As a result, it was proved that Kk has no NIB, except for Kk of some type
such that [K : k] is a power of 2. In the present paper, we deal with the
problem when F is a quadratic field, k=F, and K=F(m). It is not difficult
to discuss this case, since [F : Q] is small so that the rank of unit group
of F is small. As a consequence, when F is an imaginary quadratic field, we
can also obtain a result on the nonexistence of NIB of F(p)F(1) which
was treated in Go mez Ayala and Schertz [6], Go mez Ayala [5], and
Greither [7] (sec Result 6 below). Brinkhuis [1, Corollary 2.10] (or [2,
Corollary 2.1]) proved the following. By a simple and ingenious argument,
it was shown by the fact that the complex conjugation trivially acts on the
unit group of F.
Theorem 1.1 (Brinkhuis). Let F be a totally real number field and l the
product of all real primes of F. Let K be a subfield of F(l) with F / K. Then
if the Galois group Gal(KF ) is not a 2-elementary abelian group, then KF
has no NIB.
When F is a real quadratic field of class number >1, we can prove that
F(1)F does not have ‘‘almost’’ an NIB by using the above theorem
(Theorem 4.1). Then F(m)F has no NIB by Remark 1.1. Thus the problem
is still open as to the case when F is a real quadratic field of class number
one. When F is an imaginary quadratic field of even class number, F(1)F
has no NIB by Proposition 5.1. So F(m)F also has no NIB. Therefore the
problem is also open as to the case when F is an imaginary quadratic field
of odd class number. Thus we assume that F is a quadratic field of odd
class number hF and start with prime ideals p before working on square-
free integral divisors m in general, because of Remark 1.1.
Let F=Q(- m) be an imaginary quadratic field. In this case, the follow-
ing are proved by considering a subextension of prime degree of F(p)F.
Put
D :=[&1, &2, &3, &7, &11, &19, &43, &67, &163]
and then we have hF=1 if m # D. And put D1 :=[&2, &3, &11] and
D2 :=D&D1 .
I. For each m # D, there are infinitely many prime ideals p of oF such
that p is decomposed in FQ and F(p)F has (no ‘‘weak’’ NIB; therefore)
no NIB [7, Section 3]. When m # D&[&1, &3, &7], this result was first
proved by [6, Satz 1]. Note that quadratic subextensions are used in [6]
and subextensions of large degree are used in [7]. For each m # D2 , the
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Dirichlet density also was considered in [7, Proposition 4.4]. Also, [7,
Section 3] gives some examples of prime ideals p of oF such that p is inert
in FQ and F(p)F has no NIB.
II. When m{ &3 (resp., m=&3), if 3 |% hF and p is a prime ideal
of oF with Np#1 mod 3 (resp., Np#1 mod 9), then there exists uniquely
a cubic subextension LpF of F(p)F by class field theory. Here Np denotes
the absolute norm of p.
(II.i). Let m # D1 . Then for such a prime ideal p, LpF has an NIB.
This was proved by Go mez Ayala when m=&3 or ‘‘m=&11 and p=2oF
(so Lp=F(2oF)),’’ and by [7, Corollary 4.2] for the other cases.
(II.ii). Let m # D2 . Then LpF has an NIB for any prime ideal p of
oF such that Np#1 mod 3 and p is inert in FQ [7, Proposition 4.3].
When m # D2&[&1, &7] and p=2oF (so Lp=F(2oF)), this result was
first proved by [5, The ore me].
We obtain our results in the following way: if F is a number field of odd
class number, then under the condition such that [F(p) : F(1)] is even we
can define the ramified quadratic subextension KpF of F(p)F
(Definition 2.1). This condition is not always strong; indeed, it holds
exactly if F is a real quadratic field of some type (Cases 13) or a totally
imaginary number field, and p is inert in FQ (cf. Theorem 4.5 and
Proposition 2.4). When this field Kp exists, we discuss the existence of NIB
of KpF and then we can obtain an information on the existence of NIB of
F(p)F (Proposition 2.2). This method is used in [6]. In Section 2, we
define the field Kp and prove some property of Kp. Also, we mention a
result on a RIB of F(m)F. In Section 3, let F be a real quadratic field of
odd class number; we study properties of F for the condition of
Proposition 2.2 to hold and in Section 4 they yield results on the existence
of NIB of KpF. In Section 5, we deal with an imaginary quadratic field in
the same way. In Section 6, we give lemmas on quadratic fields which are
used throughout this paper. Though some of them may be known already,
we prove all of them in order to make the present paper self-contained.
We shall summarize our results on the nonexistence of NIB. First, let
F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field such that hF=1 and p is a prime ideal
of oF lying above an odd prime p. Let = (>1) be the fundamental unit of
F. If one of the following conditions (1.i)(3.C.ii) is satisfied, then F(p)F
has no NIB.
1. (Theorem 4.4). Assume that p is ramified in FQ.
(1.i) p&1 is not a power of 2 when m is a prime and m#1 mod 4, and
otherwise p{3.
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2. (Theorem 4.5). Assume that p is inert in FQ.
(2.i) m#2 mod 4, =#1+2 - m mod 4, and p#3 mod 4.
(In particular, there are infinitely many prime ideals p of oF such that p
is inert in FQ and F(p)F has no NIB.)
3. Assume that p is decomposed in FQ. Since hF=1, we can take an
element ? of oF such that p=?oF and ?>0. We write ?=a+b| with
some integers a, b (see below for the definition of |).
(A) (Theorem 4.6). Assume that m#2 mod 4.
(3.A.i) =#&1 mod 4, p#1 mod 16, and a#\3 mod 8.
(3.A.ii) =#&1 mod 4, p#9 mod 16, and a#\1 mod 8.
(3.A.iii) =#1+2 - m mod 4, p#1 mod 8, and a#3 mod 4.
(B) (Theorem 4.7). Let m=l1l2 where li is a prime and li #3 mod 4
(i=1, 2).
(3.B.i) m#5 mod 8, =#&1 mod 4, p#1 mod 4, (l1 p)=1, and b is
odd. (If there exists a prime ideal p of oF satisfying the conditions
(3.A.i)(3.A.iii), (3.B.i), then there are infinitely many prime ideals q of oF
such that q is decomposed in FQ and F(q)F has no NIB (Lemma 4.8).)
(C) (Theorem 4.9). Assume that m is a prime and m#1 mod 4. Let gp
be the order of = mod p in (oFpoF)_ and put M :=(m&1)4.
(3.C.i) =#(1&2M) - m, ?1, ?(1&2M) - m mod 4, and ( p&1)
gp is even.
(3.C.ii) ‘‘=#M&1+| or M&2+| mod 4,’’ ? is congruent modulo 4
to neither of the six numbers 1, M+|, &(M+1+|), 1+2|, M&2+|,
nor M&1+|, and ( p&1)gp is even.
Some numerical examples are given in Tables IIX. Next, let F=Q(- m)
be an imaginary quadratic field of odd class number.
4. (See Section 5.2.1.) When m # D&[&1, &2, &3], if p is a unique
prime ideal of oF which is ramified in FQ, then F(p)F has no NIB.
5. (See Theorem 5.4(i) and Theorem 5.5(ii).) When m{ &1, &3, &7,
there are infinitely many prime ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in
FQ and F(p)F has no NIB.
6. (See Theorem 5.4(ii).) Let m=&2 or m=&l where l({3) is an
odd prime such that l#3 mod 8. If 3 |% hF , then there are infinitely many
principal and prime ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ and
F(p)F(1) has no NIB.
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Our Result 6 generalizes Result I, except for m=&1, &3, or &7.
We use the following notations throughout this paper. For a set S, |S|
denotes the cardinal of S. For a ring R, we denote by R_ the group of
units in R. Let m be an integral divisor of arbitrary number field F. We
denote by m0 and m the finite component and infinite component of m,
respectively. We define
Sm :=[:oF | : # F_, :#1 mod m],
am :=[F(m) : F(1)], hF :=[F(1) : F], (1.1)
where F(1) is the Hilbert class field of F and hF is the class number of F.
For simplicity, we write S4 :=S4oF . If \m (0) denotes the number of dis-
tinct real prime divisors of m , then we have by the class field theory
am =
.(m0) 2\m
bm
, (1.2)
where . is the Euler function, and put Em :=[’ # o_F | ’#1 mod m] and
bm :=(o_F : Em ). In particular, if m=1, then bm =|(o
_
F +m)m|. Let Am
denote the group of fractional ideals of oF relatively prime to m0 and Pm
the subgroup of Am of principal ideals :oF such that : # F_ and
(:, m0)=1. We denote by l=lF the product of all real primes of F and by
r1 the number of distinct prime divisors of l. As usual, let F % : [ :(i)
(1ir1) be all real embeddings of F. For an ideal a of oF , Na denotes
the absolute norm of a. For a finite extension KF, dKF denotes the dis-
criminant of KF. Let NKF and TrKF denote the norm and trace map from
K to F, respectively. Let F be a quadratic field. Then we always write
F=Q(- m) where m({0, 1) is some square-free integer. The canonical
basis for oF is given by [1, |] where if m1 (resp., m#1) mod 4, then we
put | :=- m (resp., :=(1+- m)2). When m#1 mod 4, we put
M :=(m&1)4. When m>0, let = (>1) be the fundamental unit of F and
we write ==T+U| with some integers T and U. For any : # F, :$ denotes
its nontrivial conjugate for FQ. Let ( VV ) denote the Legendre symbol. We
denote by Z and R the ring of rational integers and the field of real
numbers, respectively.
2. NIB OF QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS AND
RELATIVE INTEGRAL BASES
For the proof of the following lemma, we refer the reader to Massy
[9, Section 3] for an example.
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Lemma 2.1. Let F be a number field and KF a quadratic extension. Let
p1 , ..., pu (u0) be all prime ideals of oF which are ramified in KF.
Then KF has an NIB if and only if there exists some d in oF such that K=
F(- d), d#1 mod 4, and doF=p1 } } } pu . Furthermore, if this is true then
[(1+- d)2, (1&- d)2] is a free oF-basis of oK .
Definition 2.1. Let F be a number field of odd class number and p a
prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime. Assume that 2 | ap . Then there
exists uniquely a (ramified) quadratic subextension KF of F(p)F. So we
denote this field by Kp :=K throughout this paper.
Proposition 2.2. Under the assumption as in Definition 2.1, the field Kp
exists uniquely. And p is only a prime of F which is ramified in KpF and this
extension is tamely ramified. Furthermore,
KpF has an NIB  p # S4l ,
and if ? # oF , p=?oF , and ?#1 mod 4l, then [(1+- ?)2, (1&- ?)2] is
a free oF-basis of oKp . In particular, if p  S4l , then F(p)F has no NIB; and
if p # S4l and [F(p) : F]=2, then F(p)F has an NIB.
Proof. When 2 | ap , note that 2 | (Np&1) by (1.2), so that p |% 2. Put
G :=Gal(F(p)F ) and H :=Gal(F(p)F(1)). Let G1 be the 2-Sylow sub-
group of G and then we write G=G1 _G2 with the subgroup G2 of G of
odd order. Since (G : H) is odd, G1 /H. By the definition of F(p), we have
H$Pp Sp and the last group is isomorphic to the quotient group of
(oFp)_. Therefore H is cyclic; so G1 is cyclic. Consequently, there is only
a subgroup H1 of G1 such that (G1 : H1)=2. Let N :=H1_G2 and then
(G : N)=2. Since G1 is cyclic, N is only a subgroup of G with index 2. So
if K is the intermediate field in F(p)F corresponding to N, then KF is only
a quadratic subextension of F(p)F. As G1 /H and G2 /N, we have
HN=G so that F(1) & K=F. Primes of F(1) which are ramified in
F(p)F(1) are lying above p and these are totally ramified there. Hence it
follows from F(1) & K=F that p is only a prime of F which is ramified in
KF and p is totally ramified in this extension. Since p |% 2, p is tamely
ramified in KF.
( O ) By the hypothesis and Lemma 2.1, there is some ? in oF such
that K=F(- ?), ?#1 mod 4 and ?oF=p. Let _i be an extension of a real
embedding F % : [ :(i) to an algebraic closure of F (1ir1). Since each
real prime of F is unramified in F(p)F, we have _i (K)/R. Therefore
_i (K)=F((?(i))12) implies that ?(i)>0 (1\ir1). Hence p # S4l .
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( o ) As p # S4l , there is some ? in oF such that p=?oF , ?#1 mod 4,
and ?(i)>0 (1\ir1). Consequently F(- ?)F is a quadratic extension
and p is only a prime of F which is ramified in this extension. Since
F(- ?)F is tamely ramified by p |% 2, p becomes the conductor of the exten-
sion, so that F(- ?)/F(p). Hence K=F(- ?). Therefore it follows from
Lemma 2.1 that [(1+- ?)2, (1&- ?)2] is a free oF-basis of oK . This
proves our proposition. K
Remark 2.1. By (1.1), F(p)=Kp  [F(p) : F]=2  (hF , ap )=(1, 2).
Remark 2.2. Let F be any number field and p a prime ideal of oF lying
above an odd prime p. If p is a prime ideal of degree 1 and p # S4l , then
we have p#1 mod 4. Also note that if FQ is Galois and s # Gal(FQ),
then we have p # S4l  ps # S4l .
Proposition 2.3. Let F be any number field. Then there are infinitely
many prime ideals p of oF such that there exists some ramified quadratic sub-
extension LpF of F(p)F which has an NIB. Furthermore, if FQ is Galois
we may assume that prime ideals p given above are completely decomposed
in FQ, and also if hF is odd, then we have Lp=Kp.
Proof. By Dirichlet density theorem, there are infinitely many prime
ideals p of oF of degree 1 such that p # S4l ( # A4l S4l) and p |% dFQ . Take
such a prime p. So if FQ is Galois, then p is completely decomposed in
FQ. As p # S4l , there is some ? in oF such that p=?oF , ?#1 mod 4, and
?(i)>0 (1\ir1). Put Lp :=F(- ?). Then as seen in the proof of
Proposition 2.2, LpF is a ramified quadratic subextension of F(p)F which
has an NIB (therefore F(1) & Lp=F; this implies Gal(LpF )/
Gal(F(p)F(1)) so that 2 | ap ). If hF is odd, then it follows from the unique-
ness of Kp that Lp=Kp. K
Greither’s remark [7, p. 322] yields the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. Let F be any number field of odd class number and p
a prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime p. Assume that p is inert in FQ.
Suppose that p#1 mod 4 if F is not totally imaginary. Then 2 | ap and KpF
has an NIB.
Proof. Put L :=Q(- (&1)( p&1)2 p) and N :=LF. Since p is totally
ramified in LQ and unramified in FQ, we have L & F=Q so that NF is
a quadratic extension. Since p is inert in FQ, p is only a prime ideal which
is ramified in NF. If F is not totally imaginary, then L is totally real by
the hypothesis. Therefore all infinite primes of F are unramified in NF.
Hence N/F(p). Consequently the uniqueness of Kp implies that Kp=N,
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therefore 2 | ap . By the definition of L, it is contained in the pth cyclotomic
field. So LQ has an NIB by Remark 1.1. Since (dLQ , dFQ)=1, K pF also
has an NIB. K
Proposition 2.5. Under the assumption as in Definition 2.1, let L be an
intermediate field in F(1)F.
(i) The extension KpLL has an NIB if and only if poL # S4lL .
(ii) Suppose that p is principal and (hF , a4lF)=1. Then p  S4lF implies
that poL  S4lL .
Proof. Put N :=KpL. Since p is unramified in LF and prime ideals of
oL lying above p are only ramified in NL, the ideal poL is the product of
all prime ideals of oL which are ramified in NL.
(i) If KpLL has an NIB, then we have poL # S4lL by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, ( O ). Conversely, if poL # S4lL ,
then there is some x in oL such that poL=xoL and x#1 mod 4lL . Since
poL is square-free, L(- x)L is a quadratic extension and then prime ideals
of oL lying above p are only ramified in this extension. So p is only a prime
of F which is ramified in L(- x)F and it is tamely ramified in the exten-
sion. Hence L(- x)/F(p). Consequently, it follows from the uniqueness of
Kp that N=KpL=L(- x). Therefore [(1+- x)2, (1&- x)2] is a free
oL -basis of oN by Lemma 2.1.
(ii) Let n :=[L : F] and a :=a4lF=(P4lF : S4lF). If poL # S4lL , then
there is some x in oL such that poL=xoL and x#1 mod 4lL . Therefore we
have pn=(NLF x) oF and NLF x#1 mod 4lF so that pn # S4lF . Since
p # P4lF , we have p
a # S4lF by the definition of a. As (n, a)=1 by the
hypothesis, we have p # S4lF . This proves our proposition. K
Remark 2.3. If L=F(1), then poL is principal by the Principal Ideal
Theorem. If KpF has an NIB, then KpLL also has an NIB by Proposi-
tions 2.2 and 2.5(i) (this follows also from the fact that the discriminants of
KpF and LF are relatively prime).
Finally we note the following on a RIB of F(m)F.
Proposition 2.6. Let F be a number field and m a square-free integral
divisor of F. Suppose that hF is odd. Then F(m)F has a RIB.
Proof. Put K :=F(m) and n :=[K : F]. Let p1 , ..., ps be all prime
divisors of the finite component of m. For each i (1is), let ei , fi , and
gi be the ramification index, the residue degree, and the number of decom-
position of pi in KF, respectively. Also, let Pi be a fixed prime ideal of oK
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lying above pi . We denote the difference of KF and the decomposition
group of pi in KF by DKF and Zi , respectively. For each _ # Zi , since P_i
is tamely ramified in KF, we have ordPi_ (DKF)=ei&1. So,
DKF= ‘
s
i=1
‘
_ # Zi
P (ei&1) _i .
Since NKF P_i =NKF Pi=p
fi
i ,
dKF=NKFDKF= ‘
s
i=1
‘
_ # Zi
p (ei&1) fii = ‘
s
i=1
p (ei&1) fi gii . (2.1)
For each i (1is),
ei fi gi=n=[K : F(mp&1i )][F(mp
&1
i ) : F(1)] hF .
Since m is square-free, we have pi |% mp&1i ; therefore p i is unramified in
F(mp&1i )F. Hence ei | [K : F(mp
&1
i )] so that hF | figi . Consequently, dKF
is principal by (2.1). By Artin’s theorem, there exists a fractional ideal
a of oF such that dKF=dKF (1, %, %2, ..., %n&1) a2, where K=F(%) and dKF
(1, %, %2, ..., %n&1) denotes the discriminant of 1, %, %2, ..., %n&1 in KF.
Furthermore, KF has a RIB if and only if a is principal. Therefore a2 is
principal; so a is also principal as hF is odd. Hence KF has a RIB. K
3. REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS OF ODD CLASS NUMBERS
Throughout this section, we assume that F=Q(- m) is a real quadratic
field of odd class number. Then Sl =[:oF | : # F_, NFQ:>0] and if
NFQ ==1 (resp., =&1), then we have al =(Pl : Sl )=2 (resp., =1).
Therefore Pl Sl is a cyclic group of order at most 2. Let t be the number
of distinct prime divisors of the discriminant of F. By genus theory, the
2-rank of Al S l is equal to t&1. Since hF=(Al : Pl ) is odd, the 2-rank of
Pl Sl is equal to t&1. Hence NFQ ==1 (resp., =&1)  t&1=1 (resp.,
=0)  t=2 (resp., =1). The form of m becomes that of the following by
calculations of the 4-rank of Al Sl .
Case 1. m=l2 , l2 : a prime, l2 #3 mod 4 (l1 :=2).
Case 2. m=l1 l2 , l1 : a prime, l1 #3 mod 4, l2=2.
Case 3. m=l1 l2 , li : a prime, li #3 mod 4 (i=1, 2).
Case 4. m=l, l: a prime, l#1 mod 4.
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Or m=2 (cf. [4, Corollary of Theorem 2.17]). Conversely, m as above
gives a real quadratic field F of odd class number. Note that NFQ ==1 in
the first three cases and otherwise NFQ ==&1.
Lemma 3.1. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Cases 13.
Then there exists some ? in oF such that ==?2l1 .
Proof. The prime l1 is ramified in FQ: l1oF=q2. Since hF is odd, q is
principal. So we take an element ?0 of oF such that q=?0 oF . Then as
l1oF=?20oF , putting ’ :=?
2
0 l1 , we have ’ # o
_
F . If we assume that ’ is a
square element of F, then - l1 # F and hence F=Q(- l1 ); this is a con-
tradiction. Therefore ’ is not a square element of F. As ’>0, we have
’==u2 (_u # o_F ). Putting ? :=u
&1?0 , we have ?2l1=u&2?20l1=
u&2’==. K
Lemma 3.2. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Cases 13.
Let p be a prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime p and assume that p
is decomposed in FQ. Then
2 | ap  p#1 mod 4 and \l1p +=1.
Proof. Let gp be the order of = mod p in (oF poF)_. By Lemma 3.1,
there is some ? in oF such that ==?2l1 . Since p is decomposed in FQ,
(oFpoF)_ is an abelian group of exponent p&1. So,
=( p&1)2#l&( p&1)21 mod p. (3.1)
( O ) By the hypothesis and Proposition 6.8(iv), p#1 mod 4.
Assume that (l1p){1. Then l ( p&1)21 1 mod p so that the order of
l( p&1)21 mod p is equal to 2. By (3.1) and Lemma 6.7(ii), gp is even and
ord2(gp 2)=ord2(( p&1)2). Therefore by Proposition 6.8(iv), we have
2 |% ap . This is a contradiction. Hence (l1p)=1.
( o ) If gp is odd, then as p#1 mod 4, we have 2 | ap by Proposi-
tion 6.8(iv). Since (l1 p)=1, we have l ( p&1)21 #1 mod p so that
=( p&1)2#1 mod p by (3.1). Therefore gp | ( p&1)2. Hence if gp is even,
then 2 | ap by Proposition 6.8(iv). K
Remark 3.1. In Cases 1 and 2, we have (l1 p)=1  p# \1 mod 8. In
Case 3, (l1 p)=(l2 p).
When m#5 mod 8, we put
: :=M+|, ; :=M+1+|, # :=M&1+|, $ :=M&2+|
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(recall that M=(m&1)4). Then it is easy to see that the order of : mod
4 in (oF4oF)_ is equal to 3 and the orders of ;, #, and $ mod 4 are equal
to 6, respectively. Furthermore, the following relations hold:
;3# &1, ;2#:, :;# &1, :2#&;, #2#: mod 4,
$3# &- m##3#:#, ;##&$, $2#:2, #$#1 mod 4.
We use them throughout the remainder of this section.
Lemma 3.3. Let g be the order of = mod 4 in (oF4oF)_. The following
are true. In particular, g is even.
(i) In Case 1, =#- m mod 2, =2#&1 mod 4, and g=4.
(ii) In Case 2, =#&1 or 1+2 - m mod 4 and g=2.
(iii) In Case 3, if U is even, then =#&1 mod 4 and g=2. If U is odd,
then when T is even (resp., odd ), we have =#M+1+| (resp.,
#&(M+|)) mod 4. Furthermore, g=6 and =3# &1 mod 4.
(iv) In Case 4, if U is even, then =#(1&2M) - m mod 4 and g=2. If
U is odd, then when T is even (resp., odd), we have =#M&1+| (resp.,
#M&2+|) mod 4. Furthermore, g=6 and =3# &- m mod 4.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, there is some ? in oF such that ==?2l1 in
Cases 13. We write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z.
(i) Since a prime ideal of oF lying above 2 is that of degree 1,
\2=NFQ ?=a2&mb2. So m#3 mod 4 implies that a2+b2#2 mod 4.
Therefore both a and b are odd, so that ?#1+- m mod 2. Consequently
?2#2 - m mod 4 and hence ==?22#- m mod 2. So =2#m#&1 mod
4. This yields that g=4.
(ii) When b is even, ?#a#1 mod 2 so that ?2#1 mod 4. When b
is odd, ?#a+- m mod 2. Since (?, 2)=1 and m is even, a is odd; so
?#1+- m mod 2. Since m#2 mod 4, we have ?2# &1+2 - m mod 4.
Hence l1 #&1 mod 4 implies that =#&1 or 1+2 - m mod 4. This yields
that g=2.
(iii) By Lemma 6.1, (?, 2)=1 and m#1 mod 4 imply that ?6#1
mod 4. Since l1 #&1 mod 4, we have =3# &1 mod 4. As NFQ ==1, we
apply Lemma 6.1(i) to =. If U is even, then =#T mod 4; so =3#&1 mod
4 implies that T#&1 mod 4. Therefore =# &1 mod 4 so that g=2. If U
is odd, then when T is even (resp., odd) we have =#U; (resp., #U:) mod
4. Since ;3#&1 mod 4 (resp., the order of : mod 4 is equal to 3), =3#&1
mod 4 implies that U#1 (resp., #&1) mod 4. Therefore =#; (resp.,
#&:) mod 4 so that g=6.
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(iv) As NFQ==&1, we apply Lemma 6.1(ii) to =. If U is even, then
as U2 is odd, U2#1 mod 4 by Lemma 6.3. So T#2M&1 mod 4. There-
fore =#(1&2M) - m mod 4 so that g=2. If U is odd, then U#1 mod 4
by Lemma 6.3. Consequently, when T is even (resp., odd), =## (resp., #$)
mod 4 so that g=6. Hence =3# (#3 or $3 )#&- m mod 4. K
3.1. Cases 1 and 2. In this subsection, let F=Q(- m) be a real quad-
ratic field as in Cases 1 and 2. Let p be a principal and prime ideal of oF
of degree 1 lying above an odd prime p. Assume that p#1 mod 4
(cf. Remark 2.2) and take an element ? of oF such that p=?oF and ?>0.
We write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z.
Proposition 3.4. (I) In Case 1, we have p # S4l  p#1 mod 8.
(II) In Case 2, the integer a is odd and if p#5 mod 8 then p  S4l .
Assume that p#1 mod 8. Then the following hold (cf. Lemma 3.3(ii)).
(i) If =#&1 mod 4, then when p#1 (resp., #9) mod 16, we have
p # S4l  a#\1 (resp., #\3) mod 8.
(ii) If =#1+2 - m mod 4, then we have p # S4l  a#1 mod 4.
Proof. Note that
NFQ ?=a2&mb2. (3.2)
(I) We may assume that a is odd. Because if a is even, then b is odd
by (3.2). So ?#- m mod 2. Since =#- m mod 2 by Lemma 3.3(i), we
have =?#1 mod 2; also, =?>0 and p==?oF . So we may replace ? by =?.
Then a is odd and b is even. If we assume that ?$<0, then &p=NFQ ?
since p is a prime ideal of degree 1. Therefore &1#1 mod 4 by (3.2). This
is a contradiction. Hence ?$>0 and
p=NFQ ?=a2&4m(b2)2. (3.3)
Since a is odd, a2#1 mod 8. As 4m#4 mod 8, it follows from (3.3)
mod 8 that p&1#4(b2)2 mod 8. So,
4 | b  p#1 mod 8. (3.4)
(I.A) p#1 mod 8. Then by (3.4), ?#a mod 4. Take s # Z such
that a#(&1)s mod 4. Then ?#=2s mod 4, since =2#&1 mod 4 by
Lemma 3.3(i). Hence p # S4l by (6.4).
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(I.B) p#5 mod 8. Then by (3.4), 4 |% b; so ?# \1+2 - m mod 4.
Assume that p # S4l . By (6.4), there is some n in Z such that ?#=n mod 4.
Write n=2s+t (s # Z, t=0 or 1). Since =2# &1 mod 4,
\1+2 - m#(&1)s =t mod 4. (3.5)
If t=0, then the coefficients of - m in (3.5) imply that 2#0 mod 4. This
is a contradiction. If t=1, then it follows from (3.5) mod 2 that
\1#(&1)s - m mod 2. This is a contradiction. Hence p  S4l . This proves
the assertion (I).
(II) Note that m#6 mod 8. Since m is even, a is odd by (3.2).
Assume that p#5 mod 8. If we assume that ?$>0, then by (3.2),
5#p=NFQ?#1&6b2 mod 8. Therefore 3b2#2 mod 4; b2#2 mod 4.
This is a contradiction. Hence ?$<0. Since NFQ ==1, we have p  S4l by
Lemma 6.4.
Assume that p#1 mod 8. If we assume that ?$<0, then by (3.2)
&1#& p=NFQ?#1&6b2 mod 8. Therefore 3b2#1 mod 4: b2#3 mod 4.
This is a contradiction. Hence ?$>0 and then (3.3) holds. Therefore by
(3.2), 1#p=NFQ ?#1&2b2 mod 4 so that b is even. Since 4m#8
mod 16, it follows from (3.3) mod 16 that p&a2#8(b2)2 mod 16. So,
4 | b  p#a2 mod 16. (3.6)
Here we note that
a#\1(resp. # \3) mod 8  a2#1(resp. #9) mod 16.
Consequently when p#1 (resp., #9) mod 16, by (3.6), we have
4 | b  a# \1 (resp., #\3) mod 8.
(II.i) If 4 | b, then ?#a mod 4. Take s # Z such that a#(&1)s
mod 4. Then ?#=s mod 4, since =#&1 mod 4. Hence p # S4l by (6.4). If
4 |% b, then ?# \1+2 - m mod 4. Assume that p # S4l . Then by (6.4),
there is some n in Z such that ?#=n mod 4. Therefore \1+2 - m#
(&1)n mod 4. The coefficients of - m imply that 2#0 mod 4. This is a con-
tradiction. Hence p  S4l . Thus the condition p # S4l is equivalent to that
4 | b and this proves the assertion (II.i).
(II.ii) If a#1 mod 4, then ?#1+b - m mod 4. When 4 | b, we have
?#1 mod 4 so that p # S4l by (6.4). When 4 |% b, we have ?#1+2 - m
mod 4; so ?#= mod 4. Hence p # S4l by (6.4). If a# &1 mod 4,
then ?# &1+b - m mod 4. Assume that p # S4l . Then by (6.4) there is
some n in Z such that ?#=n mod 4. Therefore &1+b - m#=n mod 4.
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Since =2#1 mod 4, we may assume that n=0 or 1. Then we have &1#
1 mod 4. This is a contradiction. Hence p  S4l . Thus the assertion (II.ii)
is proved. K
3.2. Case 3. In this subsection, let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field
as in Case 3. Let p be a principal and prime ideal of oF of degree 1 lying
above an odd prime p. Assume that p#1 mod 4 and take an element ? of
oF such that p=?oF and ?>0. We write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z.
Proposition 3.5. Assume that p is decomposed in FQ. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) 2 | ap .
(ii) (l1 p)=1.
(iii) ?$>0.
Proof. Since p#1 mod 4, (i) is equivalent to (ii) by Lemma 3.2, and
(l1 p)=(pl1). Since l1 #3 mod 4, it follows from Lemma 6.5 that if ?$>0
(resp., ?$<0), then (pl1)=1 (resp., =&1). Hence (ii) is equivalent to
(iii). K
Proposition 3.6. Assume that =# &1 mod 4 (cf. Lemma 3.3(iii)). Then
the following are equivalent:
(i) p # S4l .
(ii) b is even and ?$>0.
(iii) ?#1 or &1 mod 4.
Proof. (i) O (ii) By the hypothesis and (6.4), there is some n in Z such
that ?#=n mod 4. Then ?2#1 mod 4, since =#&1 mod 4. As NFQ==1,
?$>0 by Lemma 6.4 and also NFQ?#1 mod 4. Assume that b is odd. By
Lemma 6.1, m#5 mod 8 and if a is even (resp., odd), then ?#b; (resp.,
#b:) mod 4. Therefore ;2 (resp., :2) #1 mod 4. This contradicts that the
order of ; mod 4 (resp., : mod 4) is equal to 6 (resp., 3). Hence b is even.
(ii) O (iii) Since ?$>0 and p is a prime ideal of degree 1, we have
NFQ ?= p#1 mod 4. As b is even, ?#a# \1 mod 4 by Lemma 6.1(i).
(iii) O (i) Take s # Z such that ?#(&1)s mod 4. Then ?#=s mod 4.
Hence p # S4l by (6.4). K
Proposition 3.7. Assume that =#M+1+| or &(M+|) mod 4 (cf.
Lemma 3.3(iii)). Then m#5 mod 8 and the following are equivalent:
(i) p # S4l .
(ii) ?$>0.
(iii) [?] # H (cf. Lemma 6.6).
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Proof. Assume that =#; (resp., #&:) mod 4. Then U is odd so that
m#5 mod 8 by Lemma 6.1.
(i) O (ii). Since NFQ ==1, (ii) follows from Lemma 6.4.
(ii) O (iii). Since ?$>0 and p is a prime ideal of degree 1,
NFQ ?= p#1 mod 4. Hence [?] # H by the definition of H.
(iii) O (i). Let [?] # H=[[\1], [\:], [\;]] and s=0 or 1. If
?#(&1)s mod 4, then ?#;3s#=3s (resp., #(&:3)s#=3s) mod 4. Assume
that ?#(&1)s : mod 4. When s=0, we have ?#;2#=2 (resp., #:4#=4)
mod 4. When s=1, we have ?#:2;#;5#=5 (resp., #=) mod 4. Assume
that ?#(&1)s ; mod 4. When s=0, we have ?#= (resp., # &:2#
&:&1#=&1) mod 4. When s=1, we have ?#:2#;4#=4 (resp., #:2#
=2) mod 4. Hence p # S4l by (6.4). K
3.3. Case 4.
Proposition 3.8. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Case 4.
Let p be a principal and prime ideal of oF of degree 1 lying above an odd
prime p. Assume that p#1 mod 4 and take an element ? of oF such that
p=?oF and ?>0. Then the following hold (cf. Lemma 3.3(iv)).
(i) If =#(1&2M) - m mod 4, then we have p # S4l  ?#1 or
(1&2M) - m mod 4.
(ii) If =#M&1+| or M&2+| mod 4, then m#5 mod 8 and we
have p # S4l  [?] # G2 _ [&- m] G2 (cf. Lemma 6.6).
Proof. (i) By our assumption, =2#m#1 mod 4. So by (6.4),
p # S4l  ?#1 or = mod 4. This proves the assertion (i).
(ii) If =## or $ mod 4, then m#5 mod 8 by Lemma 6.1, since U is
odd. By Lemma 6.6, G2=[1, [:], [&;]]. Therefore [&- m] G2=
[[$3], [$], [#]]. It is easy to see that G2 _ [&- m] G2=([#])=([$]).
Hence by (6.4), p # S4l  [?] # G2 _ [&- m] G2. K
Remark 3.2. Note that G2_[&- m] G2=[1, [M+|], [&(M+1+|)],
[1+2|], [M&2+|], [M&1+|]].
4. NIB OVER REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a real quadratic field such that hF>1 and g is
the order of = mod 4 in (oF 4oF)_. Then
F(1)F has an NIB  hF=2 and g is odd.
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Furthermore, if this is true then [(1+- = g)2, (1&- = g)2] is a free
oF -basis of oF(1) . In particular, if hF>2 or g is even then F(m)F has no NIB
for all (square-free) integral divisors m of F.
Proof. Put L :=F(- = g). If g is odd, then LF is a quadratic extension.
Also, = g#1 mod 4 by the definition of g. Therefore (=$) g#1 mod 4 so that
(NFQ =) g#1 mod 4. Since g is odd, NFQ= must be equal to 1. So =>0
and =$>0. Hence LF is unramified at all primes, so that L/F(1).
Consequently LF has an NIB by Lemma 2.1.
( O ) By Theorem 1.1, Gal(F(1)F ) is a 2-elementary abelian group.
Let KF be any quadratic subextension of F(1)F. By our assumption, KF
has an NIB. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that there is some ’ in o_F such
that K=F(- ’) and ’#1 mod 4. Then K/R implies that ’>0. So we can
write ’==s (_s # Z). Since ’  F_2, s is odd. Therefore g is odd from =s#1
mod 4; so s& g is even. We then have K=L. Hence LF is only a quadratic
subextension of F(1)F so that F(1)F is a quadratic extension.
( o ) By the hypothesis, F(1)=L. So F(1)F has an NIB. K
Remark 4.1. By Remark 6.1, if g is odd then g=1 or 3. In [10],
Srivastav and Venkataraman studied an NIB of F(l)F.
Example 4.1. When m=39, 55, 66, 105, 114, 146, 155, 178, 203, we have
hF=2 and g=1. When m=205, 221, hF=2 and g=3.
4.1. NIB over Real Quadratic Fields of Odd Class Numbers
Throughout this subsection we assume that F=Q(- m) is a real
quadratic field of odd class number.
4.1.1. The Ramified Case. In this subsection, let p be a prime ideal of
oF lying above an odd prime p and assume that p is ramified in FQ. If
2 | ap , then p#1 mod 4 by Proposition 6.8(ii) and hence F is a field as in
Case 4 which is defined in the beginning of Section 3.
Theorem 4.2. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Case 4 and
assume that m#1 mod 8. Then 2 | ap and KpF has an NIB.
Proof. By our assumption and Proposition 6.8(ii), we have m= p,
- m oF=p, and 2 | ap . Put ? :=- m. Since m#1 mod 8, it follows from
Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 3.3(iv) that U is even and =#- m=? mod 4.
Therefore p # S4l by Proposition 3.8(i). Hence KpF has an NIB by
Proposition 2.2. K
The following proposition was shown in [8, Proposition 4.5] by
considering a subextension of odd prime degree of F(p)F.
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Proposition 4.3. Let F be a quadratic field such that hF is a power of
2. Suppose that p is a prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime and is
ramified in FQ. Assume that ap >1 and ap is not a power of 2. Then F(p)F
has no NIB.
Theorem 4.4. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field such that hF=1.
Assume that p{3 in Cases 13 and p&1 is not a power of 2 in Case 4 (note
that if p{5 and p#5 mod 8, then p&1 is not a power of 2). Then F(p)F
has no NIB.
Proof. If F is a field as in Cases 13, then NFQ ==1 and p#3 mod 4.
So by Proposition 6.8(ii), ap =( p&1)2. Therefore ap >1 and ap is odd. If
F is a field as in Case 4, then NFQ ==&1 and p#1 mod 4. So by Proposi-
tion 6.8(ii), ap =( p&1)4. Therefore ap >1 and ap is not a power of 2.
Hence our assertion follows from Proposition 4.3. K
4.1.2. The Inert Case.
Theorem 4.5. Let p be a prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime p
and assume that p is inert in FQ. Suppose that 2 | ap (cf. Proposi-
tion 6.8(iii)). Then if m#2 mod 4 and =#1+2 - m mod 4, then K pF has
an NIB  p#1 mod 4. If this is not so, KpF always has an NIB.
Proof. If p#1 mod 4, then KpF has an NIB by Proposition 2.4. In
particular, when m=2, we have ==1+- 2 so that NFQ ==&1. Since
2 | ap , we have p#1 mod 4 by Proposition 6.8(iii). So we assume that
m{2 and p#3 mod 4. Then if we assume that NFQ ==&1, then 2 | ap
implies that p#1 mod 4 by Proposition 6.8(iii). This is a contradiction.
Therefore NFQ ==1; since hF is odd, F is a field as in Cases 13.
Case 1. By Lemma 3.3(i), we have =2#&1#p mod 4. Therefore
p=(=&2p) oF # S4l . Hence K pF has an NIB by Proposition 2.2.
Case 2. By Lemma 3.3(ii), we have =#&1 or =#1+2 - m mod 4. In
the first case, =#&1#p mod 4; so p=(=&1p) oF # S4l since =$>0. Hence
KpF has an NIB by Proposition 2.2. In the second case, since =2#1
mod 4, we have =n&1#p mod 4 for all n # Z. Therefore p  S4l . Hence,
by Proposition 2.2, when p#3 mod 4, KpF has no NIB.
Case 3. By Lemma 3.3(iii), we have =3#&1#p mod 4. Therefore
p=(=&3p) oF # S4l since =$>0. Hence K pF has an NIB by Proposition 2.2.
This completes the proof of our theorem. K
Remark 4.2. Let F=Q(- m) be a field as in Case 2. Put $ :=1 or 3.
Then there are infinitely many odd primes p such that p#$ mod 4 and p
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is inert in FQ. (Let r be a primitive root mod l1 and take an element c in
Z such that c#$ mod 8 and c#r mod l1 . By the Dirichlet density theorem,
there are infinitely many odd primes p such that p#c mod 8l1 . Such a
prime p satisfies our assertion.)
4.1.3. The Decomposed Case. In this subsection, let p be a principal and
prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime p and assume that p is decom-
posed in FQ. Take an element ? of oF such that p=?oF and ?>0. We
write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z.
Theorem 4.6. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Cases 1
or 2. Suppose that 2 | ap (cf. Lemma 3.2).
(I) In Case 1, KpF has an NIB.
(II) In Case 2, the integer a is odd and the following hold
(cf. Lemma 3.3(ii)).
(i) If =#&1 mod 4, then when p#1 (resp., #9) mod 16, KpF
has an NIB  a#\1 (resp., # \3) mod 8.
(ii) If =#1+2 - m mod 4, then KpF has an NIB  a#1 mod 4.
Proof. Since 2 | ap , we have p#1 mod 8 by Lemma 3.2 and
Remark 3.1.
(I) By Proposition 3.4(I), we have p # S4l . Hence KpF has an NIB
by Proposition 2.2.
(II) This follows from Proposition 3.4(II) and 2.2. K
Example 4.2. We give an example when m=2 } 7, hF=1, ==15+
4 - m, and =#&1 mod 4. (See Table I.)
TABLE I
m=14; Case 2 (II.i)
p p mod 16 ap ? a mod 8
1009 1 2 153&40 - m 1
193 1 2 47&12 - m &1
113 1 2 83&22 - m 3
449 1 56 85&22 - m &3
617 9 2 659&176 - m 3
137 9 4 61&16 - m &3
457 9 2 801&214 - m 1
33 9 4 143&38 - m &1
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TABLE II
m=6: Case 2(II.ii)
p ap ? a mod 4
73 2 113&46 - m 1
97 8 79&32 - m 3
Example 4.3. We give an example when m=2 } 3, hF=1, ==5+2
- m, and =#1+2 - m mod 4. (See Table II.)
Theorem 4.7. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Case 3.
Suppose that 2 | ap (cf. Lemma 3.2). Then the following hold (cf.
Lemma 3.3(iii)).
(i) If =#&1 mod 4, then when m#1 mod 8, KpF has an NIB.
When m#5 mod 8, KpF has an NIB  b is even.
(ii) If =#M+1+| or &(M+|) mod 4, then KpF has an NIB.
Proof. Since 2 | ap , we have p#1 mod 4 by Lemma 3.2; therefore ?$>0
by Proposition 3.5.
(i) When m#1 mod 8, b is even by Lemma 6.1. Therefore it
follows from Proposition 3.6 that p # S4l . Hence KpF has an NIB by
Proposition 2.2. When m#5 mod 8, our assertion is proved in the same
way.
(ii) This follows from Proposition 3.7 and 2.2. K
Example 4.4. We give an example when m=3 } 47=141#5 mod 8,
hF=1, ==87+16|, and =#&1 mod 4. (See Table III.)
TABLE III
m=141: Case 3(i)
p ap ? a mod 4
61 2 129&20| 1
397 2 5639&876| &1
37 2 264&41| 3|
97 6 573&89| 1+3|
157 6 72&11| |
601 2 7023&1091| 3+|
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Lemma 4.8. Let F be a real quadratic field as in Cases 2 or 3. Suppose
that there exists a prime ideal p0 of oF such that p0 is decomposed in FQ,
2 | ap0 , and K
p0F has no NIB. Then there are infinitely many prime ideals p
of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ, 2 | ap , and KpF (therefore F(p)F )
has no NIB.
Proof. Put p0Z :=p0 & Z. As 2 | ap0 , by Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.1, we
have p0 #1 mod 8 (resp., p0 #1 mod 4 and (l1 p0)=1) in Case 2 (resp.,
Case 3). Let L :=Q(‘8) (resp., :=Q(- l1 , - &1)) in Case 2 (resp., Case 3)
and N :=FL, where ‘8 is a primitive eighth root of unity. Let P0 be a
prime ideal of oN lying above p0 . Then p0 is completely decomposed in
LQ; therefore P0 is completely decomposed in NQ. By the Dirichlet den-
sity theorem, there are infinitely many prime ideals P of oK of degree 1
such that P # P0S4lN ( # A4lN S4lN) and P |% dNQ . Take such a prime P, and
then put pZ :=P & Z and p :=P & oF . Since NQ is Galois, P is com-
pletely decomposed in NQ. Therefore p and p are completely decomposed
in LQ and FQ, respectively. Hence 2 | ap by Lemma 3.2. Also,
p=NNF P # NNFP0NNF S4lN /p0S4lF .
Since Kp0F has no NIB, we have p0  S4lF by Proposition 2.2. Therefore
p  S4lF . Hence K
pF has no NIB again. K
Theorem 4.9. Let F=Q(- m) be a real quadratic field as in Case 4.
Suppose that 2 | ap (cf. Proposition 6.8(iv)). Then the following hold (cf.
Lemma 3.3(iv)).
(i) If =#(1&2M) - m mod 4, then KpF has an NIB  ?#1 or
(1&2M) - m mod 4.
(ii) If =#M&1+| or M&2+| mod 4, then m#5 mod 8, and
KpF has an NIB  [?] # G2 _ [&- m] G2 (cf. Remark 3.2).
Proof. The assertions follow from Propositions 3.8 and 2.2. K
Example 4.5. We give an example when m=409#1 mod 8,
hF=1, ==106387620283+11068353370|, and =#3+2|#- m mod 4.
(See Table IV.)
Example 4.6. We give an example when m=37#5 mod 8, hF=1,
==5+2|, and =#1+2|#&- m mod 4. (See Table V.)
Example 4.7. We give an example when m=2293#5 mod 16, hF=1,
==21890901812+933807029|, and =#| mod 4. (See Table VI.)
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TABLE IV
m=409: Case 4(i)
p ap ? a mod 4
17 4 85&8| 1
101 2 &74177+6990| 3+2|
2333 2 12150526462405&1144993450182| 1+2|
TABLE V
m=37: Case 4(i)
p ap ? a mod 4
269 2 185&52| 1
877 6 &587+166| 1+2|
149 2 &29+9| 3+|
157 2 &44+13| |
229 2 118&33| 2+3|
593 2 281&79| 1+|
TABLE VI
m=2293: Case 4(ii)
p ap ? a mod 4
37 2 22585&924| 1
61 6 27797221&1137243| 1+|
193 2 101401959638&4148568261| 2&|
541 2 &83814171383+3429014710| 1+2|
17 2 &1665937+68157| &1+|
709 2 &16081478656+657927245| |
6397 6 4093107546520&167457671597| 3|
8681 4 9233533239433&377763339789| 1+3|
12401 8 6464258805691&264466475874| 3+2|
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TABLE VII
m=2749: Case 4(ii)
p ap ? a mod 4
73 2 9200161&344376| 1
53 2 5203075&194759| 3+|
149 2 668&25| &|
317 2 &14782355+553326| 1+2|
401 4 &111163+4161| 1+|
37 2 &26+| 2+|
2393 2 1751825973070&65573506953| 2+3|
641 2 15827232566287&592437354330| 3+2|
2797 2 37901608992655&1418714791889| 3+3|
Example 4.8. We give an example when m=2749#13 mod 16, hF=1,
==57581648522+2239184645|, and =#2+| mod 4. (See Table VII.)
Example 4.9. We give an example when m=1621#5 mod 16, hF=1,
==2351907622159+119806883557|, and =#&1+| mod 4. (See
Table VIII.)
Example 4.10. We give an example when m=1549#13 mod 16,
hF=1, ==329861957297+17199418961|, and =#1+| mod 4. (See
Table IX.)
Remark 4.3. Assume that m=2 and 2 | ap . Then since NFQ==&1, we
have p#1 mod 4 by Proposition 6.8(iv). It seems that p # S4l always holds;
then KpF has an NIB by Proposition 2.2.
TABLE VIII
m=1621: Case 4(ii)
p ap ? a mod 4
37 2 1733&84| 1
617 28 525235789&25458791| 1+|
5 2 7084810&343409| 2&|
277 2 &1279+62| 1+2|
853 6 &29729+1441| &1+|
293 2 &1985696+96249| |
1049 4 2011213196644&97485848265| 3|
2053 18 37341509901229&1809986516741| 1+3|
1301 26 939543590279&45540773118| 3+2|
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TABLE IX
m=1549: Case 4(ii)
p ap ? a mod 4
5 2 10910929&540716| 1
269 2 280489447&13900295| 3+|
461 2 786913696&38997305| &|
97 2 &4521515+224074| 1+2|
41 4 &13483003+668181| 1+|
181 6 &2038+101| 2+|
1373 2 57513163038590&2850196116717| 2+3|
853 2 830164603987&41140702502| 3+2|
7757 2 8936594235931&442873332681| 3+3|
5. NIB OVER IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELDS
5.1. NIB over Imaginary Quadratic Fields of Even Class Numbers
Proposition 5.1. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field of even class
number. Then F(1)F has no NIB. In particular, F(m)F has no NIB for all
(square-free) integral divisors m of F.
Proof. Since Gal(F(1)F ) is an abelian group of even order, there is a
quadratic subextension KF of F(1)F. Assume that F(1)F has an NIB.
Then KF has an NIB. By Lemma 2.1, there is some ’ in o_F such that
K=F(- ’) and ’#1 mod 4. On the other hand, hF {1 implies that
F{Q(- &1), Q(- &3) so that o_F =[\1]. Therefore ’=1; hence K=F.
This is a contradiction. K
Remark 5.1. In Brinkhuis [3, Theorem], he gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of the unramified cyclic extension of an
imaginary quadratic field F{Q(- &3) of degree 3 with NIB over F and
explicitly constructs its field.
5.2. NIB over Imaginary Quadratic Fields of Odd Class Numbers
Throughout this subsection we assume that F=Q(- m) is an imaginary
quadratic field of odd class number. Then we have m=&1, &2, or &l by
genus theory, where l is an odd prime such that l#3 mod 4.
Proposition 5.2. Let m :=&1 or &3 and p be a prime ideal of oF lying
above an odd prime p. Then
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(I) 2 | ap if and only if p is inert in FQ, or ‘‘p is decomposed in FQ
and p#1 mod 8 (resp., p#1 mod 12) if m=&1 (resp., m=&3).’’
(II) If 2 | ap , then KpF always has an NIB.
Proof. As hF=1, p is principal. If p is inert, then 2 | ap and KpF has
an NIB by Proposition 2.4.
(A) m=&1. Since p |% 2, p is inert or decomposed. We assume that
p is decomposed and then p#1 mod 4. Since o_F =[\1, \- &1], we
have bp =4 so that ap =(Np&1)4 by (1.2). Therefore 2 | ap  Np#1
mod 8 (since 3 is inert in FQ, we have ap =2  p | 3). If 2 | ap , then as
p#1 mod 8, we have p # S4 by Lemma 6.9(i). Hence K pF has an NIB by
Proposition 2.2.
(B) m=&3. If p | 3, then p is ramified and bp =2 so that ap =1 by
(1.2). We assume that p is decomposed. Since (&3p)=( p3), we have
p#1 mod 3. Let ‘ be a primitive third root of unity. Since o_F =[\1, \‘,
\‘2], we have bp =6 so that ap =(Np&1)6. Therefore 2 | ap  Np#1
mod 12 (since 13 is decomposed in FQ, we have ap =2  p | 13). If 2 | ap ,
then as p#1 mod 4, we have p # S4 by Lemma 6.9(ii). Hence KpF has an
NIB by Proposition 2.2. This proves our proposition. K
5.2.1. The Ramified Case. Let p be a prime ideal of oF lying above an
odd prime p and assume that p is ramified in FQ. Then m=&l since p
is odd; therefore p=l#3 mod 4. When m=&3, we have 2 |% ap by
Proposition 5.2(I). When m{&3, we have bp =2; therefore ap =( p&1)2
by (1.2) so that 2 |% ap . Hence Proposition 2.2 does not apply to this p.
Also, when &m= p=7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163 (hF=1), note that F(p)F has
no NIB by Proposition 4.3.
5.2.2. The Decomposed Case. We first prove the following lemma which
was used in [6].
Lemma 5.3. Let n be a positive integer and F an arbitrary number field.
Suppose that there is an ideal a0 of oF such that
(a0 , 2)=1, Na0 #1 mod n. (5.1)
Then if a0  S4l , then there are infinitely many prime ideals p of oF such that
Np#1 mod n and p  S4l . Furthermore, we may assume that the prime ideals
p given above are completely decomposed in FQ (resp., are principal ) if FQ
is Galois (resp., a0 is principal).
Proof. Put L :=4nl. By the Dirichlet density theorem there are
infinitely many prime ideals p of oF of degree 1 such that p # a0 SL
( # ALSL) and p |% dFQ . Take such a prime p. If FQ is Galois, then p is
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completely decomposed in FQ. Since nl | L, we have a0SL /a0Snl . Conse-
quently there is some : in oF such that p=:a0 , :#1 mod n, and :(i)>0
(1\ir1). The last condition implies that NFQ :>0. Therefore by (5.1),
Np=Na0N(:oF)=Na0 |NFQ :|=Na0NFQ:#Na0 #1 mod n.
Since 4l | L, we have a0SL /a0 S4l so that p # a0S4l . Hence
a0 # S4l  p # S4l and a0 # P4l  p # P4l . This proves our lemma. K
Theorem 5.4. Assume that m1 mod 8 and m{&1, &3.
(i) There are infinitely many principal and prime ideals p of oF such
that p is decomposed in FQ, 2 | ap , and KpF (therefore F(p)F ) has no
NIB.
(ii) Suppose that 3 |% hF . Then for every prime ideal p given above,
KpF(1)F(1) (therefore F(p)F(1)) also has no NIB.
Proof. Since m{ &1, &3, we have o_F =[\1] so that ap =(Np&1)2
by (1.2). If there is a principal and prime ideal p0 of oF such that Np0 #1
mod 4 and p0  S4 , then it follows from Lemma 5.3 that there are infinitely
many principal and prime ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ,
Np#1 mod 4, and p  S4 . Then for such p, we have 2 | ap and K pF have
no NIB by Proposition 2.2. Since m=&2 or m#5 mod 8 by our assump-
tion, 2 is ramified or inert in FQ. If 3 |% hF , then (hF , a4oF)=1 by
Lemma 6.11. Hence poF(1)  S4oF(1) by Proposition 2.5(ii); therefore
KpF(1)F(1) also has no NIB by Proposition 2.5(i). So it suffices to show
the existence of p0 as above. When m#5 mod 8 (m{&3), this follows
from Proposition 6.10(ii). When m=&2, note that hF=1; let p0 :=17 and
?0 := &3+2 - &2. Since NFQ ?0= p0 , p0 is decomposed in FQ. Put
p0 :=?0 oF . Then \?0 1 mod 4 implies that p0  S4 . Also, Np0 #1
mod 4. Thus our theorem is proved. K
Theorem 5.5. Assume that m#1 mod 8.
(i) Let p be a prime ideal of oF lying above an odd prime p and
assume that p is decomposed in FQ. Then we have 2 | ap  p#1 mod 4.
Furthermore, if 2 | ap , then KpF has an NIB if and only if p is principal. In
particular, when m=&7 and p#1 mod 4, KpF always has an NIB as
hF=1.
(ii) If hF>1 (this yields that m{ &7), then there are infinitely many
prime ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ, 2 | ap , and KpF
(therefore F(p)F ) has no NIB.
Proof. Since m{ &1, &3, we have ap =( p&1)2 by (1.2). Therefore
2 | ap  p#1 mod 4. Assume that 2 | ap . If p is principal, then it follows
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from Lemma 6.9(iii) that p # S4 as p#1 mod 4. Thus the condition that
p # S4 is equivalent to p being principal. Hence the assertion (i) follows
from Proposition 2.2. The assertion (ii) follows from the assertion (i) and
Proposition 6.10(i). K
We shall give numerical examples by using Lemma 6.12. Let F=Q(- m)
(m{ &1, &3) be an imaginary quadratic field. Let X=X(m) be a finite set
of primes p which satisfy the following condition:
p#1 mod 4, m< &
p&1
4
, and p is not inert in FQ.
(5.2)
If hF is odd and X is not empty, then we take p0 # X. Let p0 be a prime
ideal of oF lying above p0 . By (5.2), we have Np0= p0 #1 mod 4. Also, it
follows from Lemma 6.12 that p0  S4 (  p$0  S4 , by Remark 2.2). Hence
we have 2 | ap0 and K
p0F (therefore F(p0)F ) has no NIB by Proposi-
tion 2.2. By Lemma 5.3, there are infinitely many prime ideals p of oF which
satisfy the same property, as is seen in the proof of Theorem 5.4. It seems
that if m&10 then X{,.
Example 5.1. Let p0 :=5 and l be an odd prime such that l# &1 or
11 mod 20. Put F :=Q(- &l). Since l#3 mod 4, hF is odd. As l#\1
mod p0 , (lp0)=1. Also, l>1=( p0&1)4. Therefore the pair (&l, p0)
satisfies the condition (5.2). Now p0 is decomposed in FQ. Hence both
Kp0F and Kp$0F have no NIB.
Remark 5.2. Let (m, p0)=(&11, 5), (&19, 5), (&43, 13), (&67, 17), and
(&163, 41). Then pairs (m, p0) satisfy the condition (5.2). These were used
in [6, Satz 1].
TABLE X
m hF p0 m hF p0
&131 5 53 &4259 35 1877
&251 7 173 &8147 37 2309
&659 11 977 &9467 41 2477
&1019 13 257 &6299 43 2081
&1091 17 293 &8291 47 2129
&2099 19 797 &8819 49 2477
&1811 23 509 &22619 53 5657
&3851 25 1613 &9539 55 2441
&2939 29 2141 &18443 59 4721
&3251 31 1193 &11171 61 7349
Note. Both F(p0) and F(p$0) have no NIB over F(1).
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From now on, we assume that m &10. Let Y=Y(m) be the intersec-
tion of X and a set of primes p such that a prime ideal of oF lying above
p is principal. If m#1 mod 8, then Y=, by Remark 6.2. So assume that
m#5 mod 8. If hF is odd, 3 |% hF , and Y is not empty, then we take p0 # Y.
Then as seen in the proof of Theorem 5.4, Kp0F(1)F(1) (therefore
F(p0)F(1)) has no NIB. It seems that if m#5 mod 8, then Y{,.
Example 5.2. For a positive odd integer n (61) with n>1 and 3 |% n,
Table X gives the least value of |m| such that the class number of an
imaginary quadratic field F=Q(- m) (m#5 mod 8) is equal to n. Also,
p0 # Y and p0 is decomposed in FQ.
6. LEMMAS ON QUADRATIC FIELDS
We assume that F=Q(- m) is a quadratic field throughout this section.
Lemma 6.1. Assume that m#1 mod 4. Suppose that : # oF and
(:, 2)=1. We write :=a+b| with some a, b in Z. Then if b is odd, m#5
mod 8, and we also have the following.
(i) NFQ :#1 mod 4. Then if b is even, a is odd and :#a mod 4. If
b is odd, then we have :#b(M+1+|) (resp., #b(M+|)) mod 4 when a
is even (resp., odd ).
(ii) NFQ :#&1 mod 4. Then if b is even, then b2 is odd, a#(b2) }
(4M&1+NFQ :)2 and :#&a - m mod 4. If b is odd, then we have
:#b(M&1+|) (resp., #b(M&2+|)) mod 4 when a is even (resp., odd ).
Proof. Since (:, 2)=1, NFQ : is odd so NFQ :#\1 mod 4. Note that
NFQ :=a2+ab&Mb2. (6.1)
If b is odd, then 1#a2+a+M#M mod 2 by (6.1). Therefore m#5
mod 8. We also note that if b is even then a is odd by (6.1).
(i) Then 1#a2+ab&Mb2 mod 4 by (6.1). If b is even, then ab#0
mod 4 as a2#1 mod 4. Therefore b#0 mod 4 so that :#a mod 4. Assume
that b is odd and then ab#M+1&a2 mod 4. When a is even, since b is
odd, we have a#b(M+1) mod 4; hence :#b(M+1+|) mod 4. When a
is odd, we have a#bM mod 4; hence :#b(M+|) mod 4.
(ii) If b is even, then since a is odd we have &1#1+ab mod 4
by (6.1); so ab#2 mod 4. Therefore b2 is odd. As b#2a mod 4, we
have :#a(1+2|)# &a - m mod 4. It follows from (6.1) mod 8 that
NFQ :#1+ab&4M(b2)2#1&4M+ab mod 8. Therefore ab#4M&1+
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NFQ : mod 8 so that a } (b2)#(4M&1+NFQ :)2 mod 4. Thus we have
a#(b2) } (4M&1+NFQ :)2 mod 4. Assume that b is odd and then ab#
M&1&a2 mod 4 by (6.1). When a is even, we have a#b(M&1) mod 4;
hence :#b(M&1+|) mod 4. When a is odd, we have a#b(M&2)
mod 4; hence :#b(M&2+|) mod 4. K
Lemma 6.2. Assume that m>0. Let : # F and write :=x+ y - m with
some x, y in Q. Suppose that xy{0 and :>|NFQ :|12. Then we have x>0
and y>0.
Proof. Put r :=|NFQ :| 12 and then r2=|NFQ :|. Note that
:+:$=2x, (6.2)
:&:$=2y - m. (6.3)
If we assume that x<0, then :$<0 from (6.2) and :>r>0. Therefore
::$<0, so ::$=&r2: we have (:r) } (&:$)r=1. Since :r>1, (&:$)r<1,
so :$>&r. By (6.2), 2x>r&r=0. This contradicts that x<0. Hence
x>0. If we assume that y<0, then :$>0 from (6.3) and :>0. Therefore
::$>0 so that ::$=r2; we have (:r) } :$r=1. Since :r>1, :$r<1; so
:$<r. By (6.3), 2y - m>r&r=0. This contradicts that y<0. Hence
y>0. K
Lemma 6.3. Assume that m>0 and NFQ==&1. Then U2ord2(U)#
1 mod 4.
Proof. Note that =>1=|NFQ =|12. We write ==x+ y - m with some
x, y in Q. Since =  Q, y{0. If we assume that x=0, then
&my2=NFQ==&1. Therefore if m1 (resp., m#1) mod 4, then
mU2=1 (resp., =22) since y=U (resp., =U2). So m=1, and this is a
contradiction. Hence x{0. By Lemma 6.2, we have y>0 so that U>0. Let
U=2e2 >p{2 pep be the factorization of U into prime divisors. If m1
(resp., m#1) mod 4, then &1=NFQ ==T 2&mU2 (resp., =T 2+
TU&MU 2) so that &1#T 2 mod U. Consequently, 1=(&1p)=
(&1) ( p&1)2; we have p#1 mod 4. Hence U2e2#1 mod 4. K
Lemma 6.4. Assume that m>0 and let p be a principal and prime ideal
of oF of degree 1 lying above an odd prime p. Suppose that p#1 mod 4 (cf.
Remark 2.2) and take an element ? of oF such that p=?oF and ?>0. Then
p # S4l  _n # Z such that ?#=n mod 4. (6.4)
Furthermore, if this is true, then when NFQ ==1 we have ?$>0 and when
NFQ ==&1 we have ?$>0  n is even.
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Proof. Assume that p # S4l and then there is some ’ in o_F such that
’?#1 mod 4 and ’? is totally positive. Since ?>0, we have ’>0 so that
’==n (_n # Z). Hence ?#=&n mod 4. Conversely, we assume that the right
side of (6.4) is true. Then =&n?#1 mod 4 and
NFQ?#(NFQ =)n mod 4. (6.5)
Assume that NFQ ==1 and then NFQ ?#1 mod 4 by (6.5). If we assume
that ?$<0, then NFQ ?=&p because p is a prime ideal of degree 1. So
&p#1 mod 4, and this is a contradiction. Therefore ?$>0; hence
(=&n?)$>0. This implies that p=(=&n?) oF # S4l . Assume that NFQ ==&1.
By (6.5), NFQ ?#(&1)n mod 4. We claim that n is even if and only if
?$>0. If n is even, then NFQ ?#1 mod 4. By the above same argument, we
get ?$>0. Conversely, if this is true then NFQ ?= p, because p is a prime
ideal of degree 1. Therefore 1#p#(&1)n mod 4 so that n is even. Thus
our claim is proved. If n is even (resp., odd), then =$&n>0 (resp., <0) and
?$>0 (resp., <0) so that (=&n?)$>0. Hence we obtain that p # S4l . This
proves our lemma. K
Lemma 6.5. Let p be a principal and prime ideal of oF lying above a
prime p and assume that p is decomposed in FQ. Take an element ? of oF
such that p=?oF and let l be an odd prime such that l | m. If m>0, then
we assume that ?>0. Then if m<0 or ?$>0 (resp., otherwise), then we have
( pl)=1 (resp., =(&1)(l&1)2).
Proof. Write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z. If m1 (resp., m#1)
mod 4, then NFQ?=a2&mb2 (resp., 4NFQ ?=(2a+b)2&mb2) so that
NFQ ?#a2 (resp., 4NFQ?#(2a+b)2) mod m. Therefore (NFQ ?l)=1.
If m<0 or ?$>0, then NFQ ?= p so that ( pl)=1. If this is not so,
then NFQ ?=&p so that 1=(&pl)=(&1) (l&1)2 ( pl). Therefore
( pl)=(&1)(l&1)2. K
Put G :=(oF4oF)_ and define a group homomorphism  from G to
(Z4Z)_ by putting
: G  (Z4Z)_, : mod 4 [ NFQ : mod 4.
Let H :=Ker , and for each : # oF let [:] denote the residue class of :
in G.
Lemma 6.6. Let G and H be as defined above. If m#5 mod 8,
then |G|=22 } 3, G2=([M+|])=[1, [M+|], [&(M+1+|)]], and
H=( &1)_G2.
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Proof. Let : # oF and write :=a+b| with some a, b in Z. Now 2 is
inert in FQ: 2oF=p. Therefore .(4oF)=.(p2)=22 } 3. And we have
(:, 2){1  :#0 mod 2  both a and b are even. Assume that (:, 2)=1
and then a is odd or b is odd. Note that :2=(a2+Mb2)+(2ab+b2) |. If
a is odd, then :2#(1+Mb2)+(2b+b2) | mod 4. So when b is even (resp.,
odd), we have :2#1 (resp., #M+1&|#&(M+1+|)) mod 4. If b is
odd and a is even, then :2#M+| mod 4. Hence we obtain G2=[1,
[M+|], [&(M+1+|)]]. Next assume that (: mod 4)=1 and then
1#a2+ab&Mb2 mod 4. If a is odd, then ab#Mb2 mod 4. So when b is
even (resp., odd), we have b#0 (resp., a#Mb) mod 4; therefore
:#a#\1 (resp., #b(M+|)# \(M+|)) mod 4. If b is odd and a is
even, then ab#M+1 mod 4 so that a#(M+1) b mod 4; therefore
:#b(M+1+|)#\(M+1+|) mod 4. Hence we obtain H=[[\1],
[\(M+|)], [\(M+1+|)]]. K
Remark 6.1. The following are also true:
(i) If m#3 mod 4, then |G|=23, G2=[\1], and H=G. (The
prime 2 is ramified in FQ: 2oF=p2. As NFQ(1+- m)#2 mod 4,
1+- m # p; therefore :#a&b mod p. So note that (:, 2)=1  ab
mod 2.)
(ii) If m#2 mod 4, then |G|=23, G2=([&1+2 - m]) , and
H=( &1)_G2. (The prime 2 is ramified in FQ: 2oF=p2. As m#2
mod 4, - m # p; therefore :#a mod p. So note that (:, 2)=1  a is odd.)
(iii) If m#1 mod 8, then G=( &1)_([- m]), G2=[1], and
H=( &1). (The prime 2 is decomposed in FQ: 2oF=p1 p2 . As NFQ|#0
mod 2, we may assume that | # p1 and |$ # p2 . Then :#a mod p1 and
:#a+b mod p2 . So note that (:, 2)=1  ‘‘a is odd and b is even.’’)
Assume that m>0. Let g be the order of [=] in G. Since [=2] # G2, we
have =2, =4, or =6#1 mod 4 according to whether m#1 mod 8, m1
mod 4, or m#5 mod 8. Hence g | 2, 4, or 6 (cf. [10, Proof of Proposi-
tion 1]).
Lemma 6.7. Let G be a group and s an integer.
(i) Suppose that G is cyclic. Let a and b be elements of G of order 2
and n, respectively. Put H :=(a, b). If n is even (resp., odd), then we have
|H|=n (resp., =2n).
(ii) Let a be an element of G of order g. If as is an element of prime
order l, then we have l | g, (gl) | s, and ordl (gl)=ordl (s).
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Proof. (i) If n is even, then bn2 is an element of order 2. Since G is
cyclic, it has only an element of order 2. Therefore a=bn2. So H=(b);
hence |H|=n. If n is odd, then ab is an element of order 2n. So (ab)/H
implies that 2n=|(ab) ||H|2n. Hence |H|=2n.
(ii) Let e be the unit element of G. By our assumption, als=e so
g | ls. If we assume that l |% g, then g | s; therefore as=e. This contradicts
that as{e. Hence we have l | g so that (gl) | s. In particular,
ordl (gl)ordl (s). Here, if this does not hold with the equality, we
obtain ordl (g)ordl (s). Since (gl) | s, we have ordq (g)ordq (s) for all
primes q with q{l. Consequently g | s; this is a contradiction. Hence we
obtain ordl (gl)=ordl (s). K
The following proposition is used for computer calculations of values
of ap .
Proposition 6.8. Assume that m>0 and let p be a prime ideal of oF
lying above an odd prime p. Let n be the order of = mod p in (oFp)_ and
gp the order of = mod p in (oF poF)_.
(i) If n is even (resp., odd ), then we have bp =n (resp., =2n).
(ii) Assume that p is ramified in FQ. Then if NFQ ==1 (resp.,
=&1), then ap =( p&1)2 (resp., p#1 mod 4 and ap =( p&1)4).
(iii) Assume that p is inert in FQ. Then n= gp and ap =( p2&1)bp .
And the following hold.
2 | ap  NFQ ==1 or ‘‘NFQ==&1 and p#1 mod 4,’’
ap =2  ‘‘NFQ ==1, p=3 and g3=4’’
or ‘‘NFQ ==&1, p=5 and g5=12,’’
ap =1  ‘‘NFQ ==&1, p=3 and g3=8.’’
(iv) Assume that p is decomposed in FQ. If NFQ ==1 and gp is odd,
then ap =( p&1)(2gp). If this is not so, then gp is even and ap =( p&1)gp .
Proof. (i) Note that bp =|(o_F +p)p| and o
_
F =( &1)_(=) . Since p
is odd, the order of &1 mod p is equal to 2. Hence our assertion follows
from Lemma 6.7(i).
(ii) Let r be a primitive root mod p. Since p is a prime ideal
of degree 1, there is some s in Z such that =#rs mod p. Then
n=( p&1)(s, p&1); also, =$#rs mod p$=p implies that
NFQ =#r2s mod p. (6.6)
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If NFQ==1, then r2s#1 mod p so that ( p&1) | 2s. Therefore (s, p&1)=
p&1 or ( p&1)2; so n=1 or 2. Consequently, we obtain bp =2 by (i).
Hence ap =( p&1)2 by (1.2). Assume that NFQ ==&1. If m1 (resp.,
m#1) mod 4, then &1=T 2&mU2 (resp., &4=(2T+U)2&mU2) so that
(&1p)=1 as p | m. Therefore p#1 mod 4. By (6.6), &1#r2s mod p. Since
the order of &1 mod p is equal to 2, we have ( p&1)2 | 2s and ord2
(( p&1)2)=ord2 (2s) from Lemma 6.7(ii). Consequently, there is some
odd integer t such that s=(( p&1)4) } t. Therefore (s, p&1)=(( p&1)4) }
(t, 4)=( p&1)4 so that n=4. By (i), we obtain bp =4. Hence ap =
( p&1)4 by (1.2).
(iii) Let _ be the nontrivial conjugation map of FQ. Since p is
inert in FQ, _ is the Frobenius automorphism of p. Therefore =_#
= p mod p= poF so that
NFQ =#= p+1 mod p. (6.7)
Note that n= gp and ap =( p2&1)bp by (1.2). Assume that NFQ ==1 and
then = p+1#1 mod p from (6.7). By the definition of gp , we have
gp | ( p+1). So,
ord2 (gp)ord2 ( p+1). (6.8)
If gp is even, then it follows from (i) and (6.8) that
ord2 (ap )=ord2 ( p2&1)&ord2 (gp)ord2 ( p&1)>0.
If gp is odd, then
ord2 (ap )=ord2 ( p2&1)&ord2 (2gp)=ord2 ( p2&1)&13&1=2.
Hence we obtain 2 | ap . If ap =2, then gp is even by the above argument.
Furthermore, since gp | ( p+1), we have (( p&1)2) } ( p+1)gp=1 so that
( p&1)2=1 and ( p+1)gp=1. Therefore p=3 and g3=4. Conversely, if
this is true then we have ap =2. Assume that NFQ ==&1 and then
= p+1#&1 mod p from (6.7). Since the order of &1 mod p is equal to 2,
it follows from Lemma 6.7(ii) that gp is even and
ord2 (gp 2)=ord2 ( p+1). (6.9)
By (i),
ap =(( p&1)2) } (2( p+1))gp . (6.10)
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Here 2( p+1)gp is odd by (6.9). Therefore 2 | ap  p#1 mod 4. Also
by (6.10), ap =2  ‘‘( p&1)2=2 and (2( p+1))gp=1’’  ‘‘p=5 and
g5=12.’’ Furthermore, ap =1  ‘‘p=3 and g3=8.’’ This proves the asser-
tion (iii).
(iv) Note that bp =bp$ so that ap =ap$ (because if FQ is Galois and
s # Gal(FQ), then s naturally induces a group isomorphism (oF p)_$
(oFs(p))_). We consider a group isomorphism
f: (oF poF)_$(oFp)__(oF p$)_, x mod p [ (x mod p, x mod p$).
Let n$ be the order of = mod p$ in (oFp$)_. We claim that gp is the least
common multiple of n and n$, l, say. Note that =l=(=n)ln#1 mod p and
similarly that =l#1 mod p$. So by using the isomorphism f, we have =l#1
mod p. Assume that there is some positive integer s such that s<l and
=s#1 mod p. Then =s#1 mod p and =s#1 mod p$. Therefore n | s and n$ | s,
so that l | s. This contradicts that s<l. Thus we have gp=l.
(A) NFQ==1. Since ==$=1, for any positive integer s,
=s#1 mod p  1#(=$)s mod p  =s#1 mod p$. (6.11)
By using the isomorphism f and (6.11), for any positive integer s,
=s#1 mod p  =s#1 mod p  =s#1 mod p$.
Hence gp=n=n$. So if gp is even (resp., odd), then bp = gp (resp., 2gp)
by (i).
(B) NFQ==&1. Since ==$=&1, for any positive integer s,
=s#1 mod p  1#(&=$)s mod p  =s#(&1)s mod p$. (6.12)
Similarly, for any positive integer s,
=s#1 mod p$  =s#(&1)s mod p. (6.13)
By distinguishing the three cases, we show that gp is even and bp = gp . If
n is odd, then (6.12) and =n#1 mod p imply that =n# &1 mod p$. Since
the order of &1 mod p$ in (oFp$)_ is equal to 2, it follows from
Lemma 6.7(ii) that n$ is even and (n$2) | n. As n$ is even, =n$#1 mod p by
(6.13). Therefore n | n$; since n is odd, we have n | (n$2). Hence n$=2n.
Since gp is the least common multiple of n and n$, we obtain gp=2n=bp
by (i). If n$ is odd, we obtain bp =n=2n$= gp in the same way. If both n
and n$ are even, then (6.12) and =n#1 mod p imply that =n#1 mod p$.
Therefore n$ | n. Similarly, n | n$ by (6.13) so that n=n$. Hence we obtain
gp=n=bp by (i). Thus our claim is proved.
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By (1.2), ap =( p&1)bp . If NFQ ==1 and gp is odd, then we have
ap =( p&1)(2gp) by the case (A). If this is not so, then we have
ap =( p&1)gp by the cases (A) and (B). K
Lemma 6.9. Assume that m<0 and let p be a principal and prime ideal
of oF of degree 1 lying above an odd prime p. Then
(i) m=&1 and p#1 mod 8 O p # S4 .
(ii) m=&3 and p#1 mod 4 O p # S4 .
(iii) m#1 mod 8 and p#1 mod 4 O p # S4 .
Proof. Take an element ? in oF such that p=?oF and write ?=a+b|
with some a, b in Z.
(i) Since m#&1 and p is a prime ideal of degree 1,
p=NFQ ?=a2+b2. (6.14)
As p is odd, a is odd or b is odd. If a is odd, then (6.14) and p#1 mod 8
imply that b2#0 mod 8. Therefore 4 | b so that ?#a#\1 mod 4. Hence
\?#1 mod 4 implies that p=(\?) oF # S4 . If b is odd, then we obtain
4 | a in the same way from the symmetry in the right side of (6.14). There-
fore ?# \- &1 mod 4. Hence - &1 ?#1 mod 4 implies that
p=(- &1 ?) oF # S4 .
(ii) Since m=&3 and p is a prime ideal of degree 1,
p=NFQ ?=a2+ab+b2. (6.15)
As p is odd, a is odd or b is odd. Assume that a is odd and then it follows
from (6.15) and p#1 mod 4 that
(a+b) b#0 mod 4. (6.16)
If b is even, then a+b is odd so that 4 | b by (6.16). Hence \?#1 mod 4;
this implies that p # S4 . If b is odd, then a+b#0 mod 4 by (6.16). There-
fore |?=&b+(a+b) |#&b#1 mod 4. Hence |?#1 mod 4
implies that p # S4 . Assume that b is odd and then it follows from (6.15)
and p#1 mod 4 that
a(a+b)#0 mod 4. (6.17)
If a is even, then a+b is odd so that 4 | a by (6.17). Therefore |$?=
(a+b)&a|#a+b#\1 mod 4. Hence \|$?#1 mod 4 implies that p #
S4 . If a is odd, then a+b#0 mod 4 by (6.17). Hence we obtain p # S4 by
the above argument.
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(iii) Since p is a prime ideal of degree 1,
p=NFQ ?=a2+ab&Mb2. (6.18)
As M is even, a is odd. Then it follows from (6.18) and p#1 mod 4 that
(a&Mb) b#0 mod 4. Therefore b#0 mod 4; hence \?#1 mod 4. This
implies that p # S4 . K
Proposition 6.10. Assume that m<0, m#1 mod 4, and m{&3.
(i) If hF>1, then there are infinitely many nonprincipal and prime
ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ and Np#1 mod 4.
(ii) Suppose that m#5 mod 8. Then there are infinitely many
principal and prime ideals p of oF such that p is decomposed in FQ, Np#1
mod 4, and p  S4 .
Proof. Put K :=F(- &1). As m{&1, the field K is an abelian
extension of Q of type (2,2).
(i) Since 2 is unramified in FQ, prime ideals of oF lying above 2 are
totally ramified in KF. Therefore, by class field theory, the norm map from
the ideal class group of K to the ideal class group of F is surjective [11,
Theorem 10.1]. Consequently, as hF>1, there exists an ideal A of oK such
that NKF A  PoF . By the Dirichlet density theorem, there are infinitely
many prime ideals P of oK of degree 1 such that P # APoK ( # AoK PoK) and
P |% dKQ . Take such a prime P, and then put pZ :=P & Z and p :=P & oF .
Since KQ is Galois, P is completely decomposed in KQ. Therefore p and
p are decomposed in Q(- &1)Q and FQ, respectively; hence p#1 mod 4
and Np= p, so that Np#1 mod 4. Also, NKFA  PoF implies that
p=NKF P  PoF . This proves the assertion (i).
(ii) The field K is a CM-field and its maximal real subfield K+ is
equal to Q(- &m). By putting
\(- &1)= &- &1, \(- &m)=- &m,
_(- &1)= &- &1, _(- m)=- m,
we define elements of Gal(KK+) and Gal(KF ), respectively. Put
|1 :=- &m, |2 :=
- &m+- &1
2
, |3 :=
1+- m
2
.
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Then [1, |1 , |2 , |3] is a free Z-basis of oK (Williams [12, Theorem 2(v)]).
And put
: :=1+M|1+|3=1+
m&1
4
- &m+
1+- m
2
.
By the definition of _,
NKF:=(1+|3)2+M2m=M+1+M2m+3|3 .
Consequently, NKF:#1+|3 mod 2. Since M is odd, NKQ:#&M#
1 mod 2; therefore (:, 2)=1. Let A :=:oK which is an element of P4oK . Put
G :=(oK 4oK)_ and H :=(o_K +4oK)4oK . For each ; # oK , let [;] denote
the residue class of ; in G. We consider a canonical group isomorphism
GH$P4oK S4oK , [;] H [ (;oK) S4oK .
Let +K be the roots of unity in K. As m{\2, &3, we have +K=(- &1).
We claim that NKF A  S4oK ; so we assume that [NKF:] # H. Then there
is some ’ in o_K such that NKF:#’ mod 4. Since K is a CM-field, we have
! :=’\(’) # +K [11, Lemma 1.6]. Therefore NNF:#!\(’)#!\(NKF :)
mod 4. As NKF :#1+|3 mod 2, we obtain 1+|3 #!\(1+|3) mod 2.
Consequently \(|3)=1&|3 implies that
1+|3 #!|3 mod 2. (6.19)
If !=\1, then 1#0 mod 2 by (6.19) which is impossible. Hence !=
\- &1. Note that - &1 |3=|2&|1 . Then we have 1+|3 #|1+|2
mod 2 by (6.19). This is a contradiction. Thus we have [NKF:]  H; there-
fore NKF A  S4oK . By the Dirichlet density theorem, there are infinitely
many prime ideals P of oK of degree 1 such that P # AS4oK and P |% dKQ .
Take such a prime P, and then put p :=P & oF . By the same reason as in
(i), Np#1 mod 4. Since NKF A  S4oK , we have p=NKF P  S4oK ; therefore
p  S4oF . Also, A # P4oK implies that P # P4oK ; therefore p # P4oF . This proves
our proposition. K
Lemma 6.11. Assume that m<0 and m{ &1, &3. Then we have a4oF=
(P4oF : S4oF)=2
2, 2 } 3, or 2 according to whether 2 is ramified, inert, or
decomposed in FQ.
Proof. Since m{&1, &3, we have o_F =[\1] so that a4oF=.(4oF)2
by (1.2). This immediately implies the assertion. K
Lemma 6.12. Assume that m<0. Let p be a prime ideal of oF lying
above an odd prime p and assume that p is not inert in FQ. Then if
m<&( p&1)4, then we have p  S4 .
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Proof. Assume that p # S4 and then there is some ? in oF such that
p=?oF and ?#1 mod 4. Write ?=a+b| with some a, b in Z and then
a#1 and b#0 mod 4. Since p is not inert in FQ, we have b{0. Since p
is a prime ideal of degree 1, when m1 (resp., #1) mod 4, we obtain
p=NFQ ?=a2&b2m (resp., =[(2a+b)2&b2m]4). If m1 mod 4, then
p1&16m from a{0, b{0, and 4 | b. Therefore m&( p&1)16>
&( p&1)4. If m#1 mod 4, then we write a=1+4s and b=4t with some
s, t in Z. Then since b{0, we have t{0. Putting u :=2s+t, we obtain
2a+b=2+4u. Since 1+2u{0, p=(1+2u)2&4mt21&4m; hence
m&( p&1)4. Thus if m<&( p&1)4, then p  S4 . K
Remark 6.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 6.12, if m#1 mod 8,
m<&( p&1)4, and p#1 mod 4, then p is not principal from
Lemma 6.9(iii) and 6.12.
Note added. We give a remark on Theorem 5.4(ii) and Example 5.2.
Let F be any number field and m a square-free integral divisor of F. We
claim that F(m)F(1) has a RIB if the class number of F(1) is odd. Indeed,
let p be any prime divisor of the finite component of m. Put
u :=[F(m) : F(1)] and let e be the ramification index of p in F(m)F. Since
any prime ideal of oF(1) lying above p is tamely ramified in F(m)F(1), by
the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.6 we see easily that the
p-component of dF(m)F(1) is equal to p(e&1) ueoF(1) , which is principal by
the Principal Ideal Theorem. Hence dF(m)F(1) is principal. As seen in
Proposition 2.6, this and Artin’s theorem yield our claim.
Let F=Q(- m) (m#5 mod 8) be an imaginary quadratic field of odd
class number with hF>1 and 3 |% hF . When |m|<14947, there are 268 such
fields and furthermore 151 such fields with hF=q (q an odd prime 19).
For the latter 151 fields F, the class number of F(1) is odd. This was
checked by F. Hajir (see ‘‘On the class numbers of Hilbert class fields,’’
Pacific J. Math., Olga Taussky-Todd memorial issue (1997), pp. 177187);
the author expresses his appreciation to Ken Yamamura for information
on this work. Therefore F(p)F(1) has a RIB for these fields F and any
prime ideal p of oF , but F(p)F(1) has no NIB for some prime ideals p by
Theorem 5.4(ii) and Example 5.2.
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